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31 Abstract

32 The present study aimed to analyze the prevalence of the Hypertriglyceridemic 

33 Waist (HTW) and its rates with levels of physical activity, nutritional status and 

34 lipid profile of students from public schools. A sample consisted of 448 

35 schoolchildren between 10 and 18 years old, who are assessed by body mass, 
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36 height, BMI (waist circumference), triglycerides, total cholesterol, HDL-C, LDL-C, 

37 non-HDL cholesterol, fasting blood glucose and weekly physical activity time. The 

38 survey results showed a high prevalence of the HTW phenotype in schoolchildren 

39 (n = 125; 27.9%). The group diagnosed with phenotype has higher body mass, 

40 BMI, total cholesterol, LDL-C and non-HDL cholesterol and a lower level of HDL-

41 C about the group without a diagnosis of the phenotype. However, for fasting 

42 blood glucose measurements and time of physical activity, the groups are no 

43 different. An association analysis using logistic regression showed the HTW 

44 phenotype associated with sex, nutritional status, and total cholesterol, where 

45 boys presented 2.0 (95% CI 1.3 - 3.2); obese 6.2 (95% CI 2.7 - 17.2) and 

46 cholesterol levels above 150 mg / dL 3.5 (95% CI 2.1 - 5.7) times more likely to 

47 have the phenotype. In this way, the present research showed a high prevalence 

48 of HTW in schoolchildren from public schools, with boys, obese and 

49 schoolchildren with total cholesterol levels, the individuals most likely to have the 

50 phenotype. However, it is worth emphasizing the importance of monitoring these 

51 variables throughout the year in all courses, given the period of strong, biological, 

52 behavioral and psychological changes, as they can quickly change the values of 

53 the analyzed variables.

54

55 Key-Words: motor activity, dyslipidemias, blood glucose.

56

57

58 Introduction

59

60 The term hypertriglyceridemic waist (HTW) started to be used around the 
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61 2000s when Lemieux et al., (2000) 1 investigated the hypothesis that variables 

62 considered simple such as waist circumference (WC) and plasma triglyceride 

63 levels (TG) fasting could be used as useful tools in the identification of risk factors 

64 for the development of cardiovascular diseases.

65 Currently, the HTW phenotype is defined as the joint presence of elevated 

66 levels of CC and TG, 2 , and those diagnosed in turn, have a higher chance of 

67 having increased blood glucose and systemic arterial hypertension, being more 

68 prone to the development of the metabolic syndrome and pathologies classified 

69 as risk factors for cardiovascular diseases 2.

70 To prevent the HTW phenotype and the risk factors associated with the 

71 phenotype in children and adolescents, regular physical activity is 

72 recommended3, because, in addition to the preventive characters in these age 

73 groups, good levels of physical activity provide greater health benefits, presenting 

74 better cardiorespiratory and muscular fitness, bone health and maintenance of 

75 adequate body weight 4.

76 Despite the association of HTW with body adiposity 3 and consequently 

77 the increased cardiometabolic risk in children and adolescents 5, few studies have 

78 verified the prevalence and association of this phenotype with the level of physical 

79 activity and cardiovascular risk factors in public school students in Brazil. 

80 Because of the above, the present study aimed to analyze the prevalence of the 

81 HTW phenotype and its associations with the level of physical activity, 

82 cardiovascular risk factors in students from public schools in Paranavaí, Brazil.

83

84 Methods
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85 Research with a cross-sectional design, sample composed of students of 

86 both sexes aged 10 to 18 years, from the public network of the morning period of 

87 the city of Paranavaí, Paraná State, Brazil. According to data from the city's 

88 Regional Education Center, 3,483 students were enrolled in the city's eight 

89 schools. The classes were selected by intentional sampling, structured in two 

90 stages: 1) Invitation to students from all classes and explanation of study; 2) 

91 delivery of the Consent Term for signature by parents or legal guardians.

92 The sample calculation resulted from the total number of the population 

93 (n=3.483); a prevalence of 20.7% of HTW in schoolchildren in the same city in 

94 2014 6  confidence level equal to 95%; and sampling error of 4%. Based on these 

95 parameters, data from 354 students were required. 10% of this value was added 

96 to the sample, predicting eventual losses and refusals (354 + 70 = 389), resulting 

97 in the collection of data from 389 adolescents for selection of the final sample. 

98 Assessments were made only for those students who delivered the informed 

99 consent form signed by parents and / or guardians, totaling 448 students.

100 Collections were performed during school hours by trained evaluators who 

101 used previously calibrated equipment. Height was measured with a wall 

102 stadiometer (Wisoâ, Brazil) and body mass on a digital scale (G-Tech) with a 

103 maximum capacity of 150kg. During the evaluations the students wore only a 

104 school uniform, with no objects in their pockets. The Body Mass Index (BMI) was 

105 used to classify the nutritional status in eutrophic, overweight and obese 

106 individuals 7.

107 Central obesity was assessed using waist circumference, obtained using 

108 a flexible and inextensible measuring tape (Gulick, Brazil), with a resolution of 0.1 
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109 cm applied above the iliac crests. For classification, the cut-off point ≥ P75 was 

110 used for all ethnicities 8.

111 Biochemical tests were requested only for adolescents who had central 

112 obesity and accepted to perform the collection (n = 448). For this purpose, a 10 

113 ml sample of venous blood was collected in the anterior cubital vein after a fasting 

114 period of at least 10 hours, between 8 am and 9:30 am in the schools themselves. 

115 The samples were properly collected, centrifuged at 1500g for 15 minutes at 4º 

116 C and analyzed on the same day in a clinical analysis laboratory in the city. Serum 

117 levels of total cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C), non-HDL 

118 cholesterol, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C), triglycerides and fasting 

119 blood glucose (GJ) were determined by enzymatic and colorimetric methods with 

120 Gold Analyzes kit, according to the manufacturer's specifications. The values of 

121 total cholesterol≥150 mg / dL, LDL≥100 mg / dL, HDL <45 mg / dL, non-HDL ≥123 

122 mg / dL, triglycerides≥100 mg / dL and fasting glucose ≥100 mg / dL were 

123 considered inadequate (3,9).

124 The HTW phenotype was defined by the simultaneous presence of 

125 abdominal obesity (P75) FERNÁNDEZ et al., (2004) 8 and high serum triglyceride 

126 levels (≥100 mg/dl)10.

127 The level of physical activity was assessed using the questionnaire for 

128 adolescents11,adapted from the Self-Administered Physical Activity 

129 Checklist12.The questionnaire contains a list of 24 activities of moderate/vigorous 

130 intensity, with the option for the subject to add two more in the case of activities 

131 they performed, but are not on the list. For each activity listed, the student can 

132 enter the frequency (days/week) and duration (hours/min/day) of physical 

133 activities practiced in the last seven days, which resulted in weekly physical 
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134 activity time. The cut-off point for inadequate physical activity level was <300 

135 minutes/week 13. 

136 In the statistical analysis, the Kolmogorov Smirnov test was used to identify 

137 the normality of the data. Descriptive analysis was performed by means and 

138 standard deviation. Mann Whitney U test was used to compare the groups, due 

139 to the absence of parametric data distribution. The Chi-Square test was used to 

140 verify the difference in the proportion of HTW (dependent variable), according to 

141 the categories of independent variables, and for 2x2 contingency tables, Yates 

142 Continuity Correction was performed. Multivariate logistic regression was used to 

143 determine the odds ratio or Odds Ratio (OR) and the respective confidence 

144 intervals (95%), to analyze the association of HTW with the independent 

145 variables. The criterion for including the independent variables in the multivariate 

146 model was an association level of p≤0.20 with the dependent variable by the Chi-

147 square test, and permanence in the model if there was an association (p≤0.05) 

148 in the multivariate analysis. The analyzes were performed using the Statistical 

149 Package for Social Science (SPSS), version 20.0, considering p≤0.05.

150 This study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the State 

151 University of Maringá, under opinion number 1.453.730, according to the 

152 Declaration of Helsinki. 

153

154 Results

155

156 Table 1 compares the means between the groups without a diagnosis of 

157 and without the presence of the HTW phenotype. The data show the similarity 

158 between groups for the means of age, height, time of physical activity and fasting 
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159 blood glucose. However, for body mass, BMI, total cholesterol, LDL-C and non-

160 HDL cholesterol, the group diagnosed with HTW (HTW +) had higher means (p 

161 <0.001) than the group without a diagnosis (HTW-), and lower for HDL-C (p 

162 <0.001).

163 Table 1.  Time of physical activity and health risk factors in schoolchildren with 
164 and without a diagnosis of HTW.

Mean ± SD
Variables HTW- (n=323) HTW+ (n=125) p-value

Age (years) 13.58 ± 1.87 13.94 ± 2.03 0.119
PA Time (min) 732.9 ± 986.7 645.2 ± 716.2 0.379 

Body Weight (kg) 67.6 ± 13.82 74.65 ± 16.76 < 0.001*
Height (cm) 1.62 ± 0.10 1.64 ± 0.10 0.137
BMI (kg/m2) 25.54 ± 4.02 27.37 ± 5.15 < 0.001*
FBG (mg/dL) 91.76 ± 10.1 92.73 ± 15.4 0.891
TC (mg/dL) 152.3 ± 29.3 174.0 ± 32.8 < 0.001*

LDL-C (mg/dL) 87.89 ± 26.32 101.71 ± 28.43 < 0.001*
HDL-C (mg/dL) 50.72 ± 11.83 42.65 ± 10.63 < 0.001*

Non –HDL Cholesterol (mg/dL) 101.54 ± 27.57 131.34 ± 31.11 < 0.001*
SD: Standard Deviation; HTW-: Without diagnosis of Hypertriglyceridemic Waist; 
HTW+: With diagnosis of Hypertriglyceridemic Waist, PA Time: Physical Activity 
Time; BMI: Body Mass Index; FBG: Fasting Blood Glucose; TC: Total 
Cholesterol; HDL: Good Cholesterol (High Density Lipoproteins); LDL: Bad 
Cholesterol (Low Density Lipoproteins).
* Significant values for p ≤ 0.05

165

166 Table 2. Physical activity time and health risk factors concerning HTW diagnoses 
167 in schoolchildren.

  Total HTW+ p-value
Variable  n  (%) n  (%)  

Male 203 45.3 69 55.2Sex Female 245 54.7 56 44.8 0,012*

10 -14 years 258 57.7 67 53.6Age 15 - 18 years 189 42.3 58 46.4 0,321

Adequate 272 60.7 72 57.6PA level Inadequate 176 39.3 53 42.4 0,464

Eutrophics 48 10.8 5 4.0
Overweights 241 54.0 56 45.2BMI

Obese 157 35.2 63 50.8
< 0,001*

Adequate 377 84.2 104 83.2FBG Inadequate 71 15.8 21 16.8 0,842

Adequate 186 41.5 28 22.4TC Inadequate 262 58.5 97 77.6 < 0,001*
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Adequate 257 57.4 42 33.6HDL-C Inadequate 191 42.6 83 66.4 < 0,001*

Adequate 288 64.3 61 48.8LDL-C Inadequate 160 35.7 64 51.2 < 0,001*

Adequate 313 69.9 51 40.8Non-HDL Inadequate 135 30.1 74 59.2 < 0,001*

PA level: Physical Activity Level; BMI: Body Mass Index; FBG: Fasting Blood 
Glucose; TC: Total Cholesterol; HDL: Good Cholesterol (High-Density 
Lipoproteins); LDL: Bad Cholesterol (Low-Density Lipoproteins).
* Significant values for p ≤ 0.05

168

169 Table 2 shows the differences in the proportions between the total sample 

170 and the group diagnosed with HTW. Most adolescents diagnosed with HTW + (n 

171 = 125) were male, overweight and obese and with total cholesterol, HDL-C, LDL-

172 C and non-HDL cholesterol.

173

174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182 Table 3. Factors associated with HTW in schoolchildren from Paranavaí, 
183 measured by logistic regression.

Variables Adjusted OR# (IC95%)
Female 1Sex Male 2.0 (1.3 - 3.2)*

Eutrophics 1
Overweights 2.4 (0.9 - 6.5)BMI

Obese 6.2 (2.7 - 17.2)*
Adequate 1

TC Inadequate 3.5 (2.1 - 5.7)*
OR: Odds Ratios; BMI: Body Mass Index; TC: Total Cholesterol; #Adjusted by 
Age                             * Significant Values for p ≤ 0.05

184

185 The age-adjusted logistic regression indicates that boys are 100% more 

186 likely to be diagnosed with the HTW phenotype compared to girls. For nutritional 
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187 status, overweight and obese schoolchildren are 140% and 520% more likely, 

188 respectively, compared to eutrophics. Finally, adolescents who had inadequate 

189 total cholesterol were 250% more likely to have the HTW phenotype (Table 3).

190

191

192 Discussion

193 The present study aimed to analyze the prevalence of the HTW phenotype 

194 and its associations with the level of physical activity and cardiovascular risk 

195 factors in students from public schools.

196 The findings of this research showed that among the 448 students 

197 evaluated, 125 had HTW, equivalent to 27.9% of the sample. Schoolchildren with 

198 HTW have an even higher body mass BMI, total cholesterol, LDL-C and non-HDL 

199 cholesterol and lower levels of HDL-C compared to the group not diagnosed with 

200 the phenotype. For the PA time, the groups did not present significant differences, 

201 however the average time, despite the great variation, was greater than the 300 

202 minutes per week suggested for the age group 13 and according to the study by 

203 Alavian et al. (2008)14, low levels of physical activity increase the risk of 

204 adolescents with HTW. 

205 Despite the lack of studies in the literature on the association of PA and 

206 HTW, the beneficial effects of increased physical activity in children and 

207 adolescents have been elucidated15, in different age groups, especially in 

208 variables related to body adiposity 16,17.This fact can be explained by the higher 

209 energy expenditure induced by the AF practice and the increased activity of 

210 hormones such as adrenaline and norepinephrine that have regulatory lipolytic 

211 action18.
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212 In the case of the studied lipid variables (total cholesterol, HDL-C, LDL-C 

213 and non-HDL cholesterol), the present study demonstrated that individuals 

214 diagnosed with HTW have inadequate mean values in all variables. The study by 

215 Kumar et al., (2017)19, highlights that the detection of these variables in children 

216 and adolescents helps in the diagnosis of early dyslipidemia, a condition usually 

217 accompanied by obesity 20. This condition increases the appearance of 

218 atherosclerosis and cardiovascular diseases in adulthood 21-24.

219 Regarding fasting blood glucose, the values were similar between groups, 

220 which can be explained by the fact that this variable hardly changes in school 

221 ages 25. Normally, in this stage of life, obesity is related to the increase in 

222 circulating insulin levels (hyperinsulinemia), and it is only after the onset of insulin 

223 resistance that fasting blood glucose levels change, usually in adulthood.

224 As already mentioned, the HTW picture includes the combination of 

225 abdominal obesity and elevated TG (dyslipidemia) and, in the present study, 

226 27.9% of students presented this diagnosis. In 2014, in the same population and 

227 city, with the same classification criteria, the prevalence of HTW was 20.7% 6, 

228 that is, in five years the incidence was 7.2%. Different prevalences have been 

229 reported in the literature, similar values have also been observed considering 

230 HTW assessments in different places around the world 26,27, and in Brazil 2-28 , 

231 however, in all of them, the criteria and cutoff points were different.

232 Despite the differences in prevalence, there is consensus among the 

233 studies that the early diagnosis of HTW is of paramount importance, as it provides 

234 the identification of risk factors for the development of Metabolic Syndrome, which 

235 has a direct contribution to the onset of cardiovascular diseases 29. The 

236 symptomatic presence of only one of the variables is a sufficient parameter for 
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237 specific interventions added to non-pharmacological strategies, highlighting the 

238 actions developed from the promotion of good life habits through the increase in 

239 daily PA practices in adolescence 30.

240 It is worth mentioning that the present research had limitations 

241 characteristic of a cross-sectional study regarding the causal relationships 

242 between the variables, as well as the absence of direct measures in the weekly 

243 PA time (unusual in epidemiological studies), although the present research used 

244 a questionnaire validated, the high standard deviation values in both groups may 

245 reflect overestimated or underestimated measures in the sample. Another limiting 

246 point of the research was the lack of analysis of circulating insulin levels, which 

247 would give better indications about glycemic responses in schoolchildren.

248 Thus, new studies comparing the time of PA in schoolchildren diagnosed 

249 and not diagnosed with HTW and who preferably use direct measures are 

250 necessary to elucidate whether, effectively, the time of PA differs between groups 

251 and whether this variable is associated or not with the phenotype.

252 In this sense, this research demonstrated real ecological applicability of 

253 the proposal, based on simple and clinically viable approaches for the 

254 identification of young people with HTW. As the present study was developed on 

255 a school basis, the importance of systematic interventions that can benefit this 

256 population is highlighted, given the increase in the percentage of individuals 

257 diagnosed with HTW in five years in the city. Despite the absence of an 

258 association between PA and HTW, the need to implement programs to 

259 encourage PA practice in schools is recommended, given its mitigating effect on 

260 cardiovascular risk factors in these populations.

261
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